
 RADIO QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LISTING  

The following is a list of some of the more significant community issues addressed by this/these station(s) for the quarter specified.  This listing is by no 
means complete, nor is the order in which these issues appear, intended to imply any degree of priority or significance of the issues. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST FOR STATIONS(S)    																   1ST        []2ND       [ ]3RD    [X ] 4TH  Quarter of  
2020 
             (call(s)                       
(Year)      ISSUE DESCRIPTION: PROGRAM SEGMENT: DATE/TIME:    DURATION:  DISCUSSION IN SEGMENT:                
Example:  New beach alert program  Jane's  7:00AM Newscast  6/12/16              :45                 Mayor McClair urges council to pass law                 

1.    Hospice of the Valley                       PSA Show                                10/04/2020               25:00 Lin Sue Cooney talks 
about the services Hospice of the Valley provides and their upcoming opening for a new building. 

2.    Useful Hands PHX      PSA SHOW    10/11/2020            25:00              A new organization in Phoenix that helps young men learn 
basic life skills and how to take care of themselves.  
3. Childhelp                        10/2020 & 12/20/2020                            PSA Show                                 12:28  Elaine Elliot of Childhelp 
talks about their new program Dream A  Dream annual fund to help children who deal with domestic and child abuse in their homes. 
                       
4.St. Joseph the Worker                              PSA Show                        10/25/2020  & 11/1/2020         13:50   Brent Downs of St. Joseph 
the Worker talks about the unemployment numbers that have taken over Phoenix and how the organization is here to help those in 
need.                   
5.Gamblers Anonymous  PSA Show                      11/08/2020 & 11/15/2020          25:00  Members of GA talking about their 
experiences with gambling and how to led to their downfalls. 

RADIO STATION CALL SIGN KMVA / KOAI 
KKFR / KZON

CALENDAR QUARTER: 4TH YEAR: 2020



6. Crossroads                                  PSA Show                         11/22/2020  & 11/29/2020         17:02 &15:00  Substance abuse center 
speaks on the new center that recently opened and with the holidays starting how addicts can relapse with no family nearby.                   
7.  Flutter         PSA Show                              11/22/2020        11:28            Helping Phoenix residents find love during the pandemic. 

8. Homie Arizona  PSA Show 11/29/2020 Helping families in Arizona keep their homes and find work in the COVID-19 pandemic.            

9. Gamblers Anonymous (repeat)  PSA Show                      12/06/2020          25:00  Members of GA talking about their experiences 
with gambling and how to led to their downfalls. 

10. Childhelp (repeat)                       12/20/2020                            PSA Show                                 12:28  Elaine Elliot of Childhelp talks 
about their new program Dream A  Dream annual fund to help children who deal with domestic and child abuse in their homes. 

11.  Useful Hands PHX (repeat)     PSA SHOW    12/27/2020            25:00              A new organization in Phoenix that helps young 
men learn basic life skills and how to take care of themselves.  


